Skillsoft® Books24x7® ExecSummaries™
Quick insight from top thought leaders

This collection gives busy professionals access to the best thinking and practices from today’s thought leaders in easy-to-read summaries. Summaries—and their accompanying audio—are available on-demand, 24x7.

High-level overviews for busy professionals
Skillsoft Books24x7 ExecSummaries are summaries of leading books from foremost business authors. Summaries expertly encapsulate the salient points and ideas of full-length books into digestible summarizations while distilling the essence of the author’s work, style and spirit. Designed for ease-of-use with short passages, bulleted lists and recommended readings, these thorough yet concise summaries enable professionals to quickly grasp concepts and immediately incorporate the best thinking and practices into their initiatives.

On-demand access
The Skillsoft Books24x7 On Demand Platform supports a busy professional’s preferred method for consuming information by providing the summaries online, in multiple downloadable text formats and MP3 audio—easily accessible from a PC or mobile device and compatible with many ebook-reader devices.

A sample of bestselling titles available as summaries.
Features
Quick, powerful summaries of leading books from top authors covering a wide variety of business topics.

Summaries from Soundview Executive Book Summaries®
The rapidly changing business climate requires that an executive stay current and informed on new ideas, technologies and trends. With summaries from Soundview Executive Book Summaries, the number-one name in high-quality business summaries, Skillsoft Books24x7 ExecSummaries offers cutting-edge ideas that are shaping today’s business environment. Soundview utilizes a rigorous selection process while working with the leading global book publishers to deliver summaries of the best, must-read business books.

Client Favorites
• Just Listen: Discover the Secret to Getting Through to Absolutely Anyone
• Jack: Straight from the Gut: The Personal Journey of Jack Welch
• The Challenger Sale: Taking Control of the Customer Conversation
• The Five Dysfunctions of a Team: A Leadership Fable
• The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People
• Mindset: The New Psychology of Success

Benefits
Professionals can quickly and easily gain insight into the best thinking and practices in business today.

The salient points and ideas of full-length books by top authors are expertly encapsulated into digestible summaries.

Busy professionals can quickly grasp concepts and incorporate the best practices into their initiatives.

For more information or to learn more, call 866-757-3177 or visit www.skillsoft.com